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How the French GM controversy led to the reciprocal emancipation of scientific expertise and policy making

Claire Marris, Pierre-Benoit Joly, Stéphanie Ronda and Christophe Bonneuil

This paper examines the role of the precautionary principle (PP) in transforming the French regulatory landscape for genetically modified organisms used in food and agriculture over the last decade. Despite few explicit references to the PP, we argue that it has been instrumental. The changes do not result from a linear top-down process, as in the application of a new law. Instead, the PP has acted as a point of articulation for debates in different public arenas; through these debates, the PP has been progressively translated into pragmatic practices. New boundaries have been drawn between risk assessment and risk management practices. This has facilitated the progressive emergence of a distinct arena of scientific expertise and opens the possibility for the reciprocal emancipation of public decision and scientific expertise.

Since the late 1990s, in France, as elsewhere, the use of the precautionary principle (PP) has become generalised, well beyond environmental policies. It renews the way science and decision making are articulated. It puts a strong emphasis on the limits of scientific knowledge and draws attention to uncertainty and ignorance. It also implies a new way to conceive decision processes as sequences of measures that may be temporary and reversible, and that have to be adapted to the state of information, proportionate to the importance of the potential damage and effective.

Thus, the PP gives good reasons to scrutinise the quality and robustness of scientific knowledge. As such, it potentially alters scientific expertise, and public debates about innovations and their risks. These broad principles are generally accepted, but the PP remains open to a diversity of interpretations when it comes to implementing it in practice. It has been argued that the PP should be considered as an ‘approach’ rather than a ‘principle’. Some French jurists argue that it has the characteristics of a legal standard rather than a ready-made rule. In the former sense, the PP opens a space for negotiations that link the internal logic of law with external elements (policy, science, ethics, and so on) and therefore involves hybrid ways of constructing rules and norms (Lascoumes, 1997; Boy, 1999).

We start by identifying the different arenas where the PP has been discussed in order to describe how various ‘hurdles’ progressively contribute to the definition of the PP and the emergence of a new
conception of the links between science and policy. These hurdles are encounters between conflicting interpretations of the PP, which themselves represent different cognitive framings of the genetic modification (GM) controversy. As with many policy changes, the battle for a new cognitive frame is articulated with changes at the sub-legal level: institutions, organisations and practices (Surel, 2000). We then examine how such changes relate to new emerging frames created by policy actors through the PP.

**PP in the dynamics of the GM controversy**

As in many other countries, the PP emerged in France as a result of new concerns related to environmental policy. It was first included in French law in 1995 with a wording very close to that of the 1992 Rio Declaration. Soon afterwards, as a result of several health crises, it was acknowledged that the PP had relevance beyond the environmental field. The HIV-contaminated blood scandal and the BSE (bovine spongiform encephalopathy or mad cow disease) crises were seen as paradigmatic of the absence of precaution (Hermitte, 1997; Hermitte and Dormont, 2000). The French controversy over genetically modified organisms (GMOs) emerged in this context and soon lay at the heart of the debate about the PP. The PP has thus been elaborated within the dynamics of the French GM controversy, for which we identify three periods.

**1997–1999: PP enters political and legal arenas**

In February 1997, the French Government decided not to authorise the cultivation of a GM maize (Bt176-derived varieties). This was the first occasion when a French Government took a decision that contradicted the advice from its scientific advisory committee, the *Comission du Genie Biomolecule* (CGB). The decision was so remarkable that the CGB Chair resigned in protest. The PP was invoked by the (right-wing) Government to justify this decision, but was also invoked a few months later by the subsequent (left-wing) Government to justify the opposite decision (to approve the cultivation of Bt176).

In both cases, reference to the PP was expected to confer legitimacy to governmental decisions in the face of growing opposition to GMOs by some non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and farmers’ organisations. However, the ‘Bt176 saga’ continued for several years and became the focus of a judicial debate about how to interpret the PP, as well as a spark for a wider controversy about GMOs (Joly et al., 2000; Noiville and Gouyon, 2000; Marris, 2000).

Bt176 was involved in two court cases of rather different kinds, both hinging on conflicting interpretations of the PP. The first was the trial in February 1998 of three activists from the left-wing farmers’ trade union *Confederation Paysanne* who had broken into a Novartis warehouse. The defendants argued that they were implementing the PP, but the court decided that the PP could not be invoked to support actions against an activity — the storage of Bt176 seeds — that itself was strictly legal.

The second case followed a series of appeals lodged at the *Conseil d’Etat* (the administrative high court) by several NGOs against the authorisation for the cultivation of Bt176 varieties. These appeals argued that the authorisation was illegal because the risks had not been properly assessed, the correct administrative procedures had not been followed, and overall the PP had not been applied. Although the NGOs ultimately lost their case, an interim ruling issued in September 1998 apparently supported the way in which the NGOs had invoked the PP. This ruling stimulated an intense debate among lawyers and academics, including economists, sociologists, philosophers and biologists. The debate focused partly on what the PP implied for the practice of scientific expertise and public decision making on risk issues, and in particular on the following issues:

- How to define the level and nature of uncertainty that would warrant regulatory action. Various scales were proposed by different authors (Kourilsky and Viney, 2000; Chevassus, 2000; Godard, 2001), with different levels of uncertainty or plausibility being associated with different kinds of action, for instance, from greater research efforts to bans on an activity.
- How to take “societal considerations” into account in decision making. The citizen panel of the 1998 consensus conference had suggested the creation of a Biotechnology Commission, which would be composed of representatives of society. This idea would...
was picked up and translated into a proposal for a “second circle of expertise” in a report of the Parliamentary Office for Technology Assessment (Le Déaut, 1998) and was later developed by the national consultative commission on food policy (CNA 2001).

- The need for a formal assessment of benefits that could be balanced with the risks. It was sometimes suggested that the “second circle of expertise” should carry out such an assessment, on the basis of expertise from social scientists and/or representatives from civil society.

In this context of an active intellectual debate and legal challenges to Government policy, Prime Minister Jospin asked two university professors (a lawyer and a molecular biologist) to prepare a report to clarify the meaning of the PP (Kourilsky and Viney, 2000). On the international scene, the Government was seeking to clarify its position for negotiations leading up to the World Trade Organisation (WTO) meeting to be held in Seattle in December 1999. Although this report had a broad scope, the GM controversy lay at the core. It sought to channel the PP into a scientific rationale — to separate science from politics and to link policy more directly with scientific advice.

Meanwhile, the French Government also invoked the PP in negotiations about GMOs at the level of the European Union (EU). In November 1997, it cited the PP to justify a national moratorium on GM oilseed rape lines resistant to broad-spectrum herbicides, which had been authorised in the EU. And in June 1999, the PP was cited as the basis for the de facto moratorium declaration signed at the EU Council of Ministers, which was spearheaded by the French Government.

In this first period, a public controversy about GMOs and about the PP evolved, but it mobilised a relatively small number of specialised actors (NGOs, scientific experts, politicians, biotechnology companies), took place in a limited number of arenas (judicial courts, scientific expert committees, research institutes), and focused mostly on issues related to risks to human health or the environment. In the next phase, the debate intruded into more arenas and mobilised a wider range of actors who each sought to impose their own framing of the issue.

2000–2002: debate widens and shifts upstream

After 1999, the framing of the GM debate shifted, under the influence of Confédération Paysanne, away from risk and towards broader political issues (Heller, 2002). Protagonists in the GM debate referred less often to the PP, and applied the concept to much wider issues than risk assessment and scientific expertise. The focus of the debate also moved upstream, from the commercial use of GM crops to field trials; and from regulatory approval of innovations to the orientation of research. In this context, the legitimacy of public-sector research institutes was challenged: whereas previously they had been assumed to act for the “public good”, now their role, organisation, priorities and partnerships with industry were openly questioned.

As NGOs’ mode of action evolved, an orchestrated campaign to destroy field trials began in 1999. This brought the GM issue to the courts again when activists involved were arrested and charged. In 2001, the “CIRAD trial” was particularly high profile: it was widely covered by the media and led to the mobilisation not only of NGOs, but also of researchers seeking to defend the legitimacy of their activities.

In this trial, a public-sector research institute that specialises in research for agriculture in developing countries, CIRAD, was pitted against activists from the Confédération Paysanne. In court, both parties referred to the PP, with the prosecution arguing that the PP implied that the field trials were necessary, since more research was needed to reduce the uncertainty about risks, while the defence invoked the PP to call for a ban on the further development of GMOs until the uncertainty is resolved. Moreover, both sides relied on scientific experts as witnesses.

In its judgement, the court sidestepped this debate about the PP as a principle of action versus abstention. It emphasised instead that any application of the PP depends on the definition given to “proportional and effective measures”. The judge did not accept the argument of the accused according to which their actions represented such precautionary measures.

As the intensity of field-trial destructions increased, the Government announced that it would organise a public debate on the issue. The “Débat des quatre sages” (Four Wise Men’s debate) took place in February 2002. It provided a platform for most key protagonists to express themselves in public and resulted in a report written by the four organisers, who were Presidents of four consultative commissions dealing respectively with food policy, technology assessment, bioethics and sustainable development (Babusiaux et al, 2002).

Their recommendations provided novel dimensions to accounts of the PP. The report emphasised that field tests, in contrast with laboratory...
experiments, take place in a “social space”, and that, as a result, it is legitimate for representatives of society to have their say about such activities, and it is reasonable to expect measures to be taken to protect surrounding persons and activities, in this case non-GM agriculture. They recommended that field experiments should be subject to measures to ensure: public information and consultation; the participation of local mayors in the decision; legal liability; and the protection of organic agriculture.

Moreover, the report suggested that the kind of risk assessments conducted were not sufficient, because proposals for field trials should be submitted to a wider appraisal, which should be based on a “principle of parsimony”. This would assess whether release into the environment was necessary, or whether the same results could be obtained from experiments conducted in laboratories or greenhouses, and whether the potential interest of the trial justified intrusion into the social space.

The Four Wise Men’s debate was an important moment in the public controversy on GMOs and contributed to a broadened interpretation of the PP. Because the Government changed shortly after its publication, its policy recommendations were never formally acknowledged, nor implemented. Nevertheless, the report continues to be cited by many different actors in different contexts and arenas, to lend support to their positions, both for and against field trials.

2003–2005: conflicting expertise and regional bans

From 2003 to 2005, the controversy extended to many local scenes, with an increasing number of local and regional governments attempting to ban the cultivation of GMOs in their territories. These bans often invoked the PP. They were challenged in court by the central Government, which initially won on the basis that decisions about the cultivation of GM crops were under the responsibility of central authorities. At the same time, however, the idea that local mayors should be able to have a say about such activities, and it is reasonable to expect measures to be taken to protect surrounding persons and activities, in this case non-GM agriculture. They recommended that field experiments should be subject to measures to ensure: public information and consultation; the participation of local mayors in the decision; legal liability; and the protection of organic agriculture.

Moreover, the report suggested that the kind of risk assessments conducted were not sufficient, because proposals for field trials should be submitted to a wider appraisal, which should be based on a “principle of parsimony”. This would assess whether release into the environment was necessary, or whether the same results could be obtained from experiments conducted in laboratories or greenhouses, and whether the potential interest of the trial justified intrusion into the social space.

The Four Wise Men’s debate was an important moment in the public controversy on GMOs and contributed to a broadened interpretation of the PP. Because the Government changed shortly after its publication, its policy recommendations were never formally acknowledged, nor implemented. Nevertheless, the report continues to be cited by many different actors in different contexts and arenas, to lend support to their positions, both for and against field trials.

2003–2005: conflicting expertise and regional bans

From 2003 to 2005, the controversy extended to many local scenes, with an increasing number of local and regional governments attempting to ban the cultivation of GMOs in their territories. These bans often invoked the PP. They were challenged in court by the central Government, which initially won on the basis that decisions about the cultivation of GM crops were under the responsibility of central authorities. At the same time, however, the idea that local mayors should be able to have a say about what happens in their locality gained more legitimacy in public spheres and in Government.

Another key development during this period was the increasing visibility of conflicting scientific expertise, which is discussed below. More generally, explicit references to the PP by actors of all kinds decreased after 2001. However, the academic debate on the PP was rekindled in 2003 by the proposal of President Chirac to introduce the PP into the French Constitution. The Academy of Sciences strongly opposed the move, while a network of NGOs, citizens and scientists mobilised to support the idea.

A new law for the regulation of GMOs was being prepared in mid-2005. This law had been repeatedly delayed by internal conflicts, in particular, between the Ministry for the Environment and the Ministry for Agriculture. The most contentious issues have been how much power to give mayors about the cultivation of GMOs in their communes, and whether and how to provide for input from civil society into decision-making. According to a preparatory parliamentary report, field experiments should respect three basic principles: precaution, parsimony, and transparency (Le Déaut and Ménard, 2005). This exemplifies how the PP has become associated with other principles that imply that actors other than scientists need to be involved in decision-making, and that risk assessments can no longer be framed in the narrow way that had been accepted until 1996.

Evolutions in risk analysis

We now turn to the analysis of transformations in the institutions, organisations and practices involved in risk assessment and risk management for GMOs in France.

New institutional arrangements

Until 1998, the CGB was the only expert body dealing with GM risk assessment, but by 1999, there were two more: AFSSA for food safety and a “Bio-vigilance Committee” for monitoring the long-term impacts of large-scale commercial cultivation of GM crops. The latter has not been very active, because there has been almost no commercial cultivation of GM crops in France, even though 12 varieties of GM maize were authorised in 1997–98.

However, the creation of the national Food Safety Agency (AFSSA) in 1999 has significantly transformed the regulatory landscape. AFSSA became responsible for the assessment of risks to human and animal health associated with GMOs and derived products that are destined to be used as animal feed or human food. The assessment was additional to that of the CGB, but did not replace it. From 1999 to 2004, proposals for EU-wide commercialisation of GM crops that included cultivation (submitted under Directive 90/220 then 2001/18) were assessed by both the CGB and AFSSA, whereas proposals (submitted under EC Novel Food Regulation 258/97) to import GM foods into the EU that did not include cultivation were assessed only by AFSSA.

In the wake of the BSE and HIV-contaminated blood scandals, AFSSA’s establishment aimed to separate the institutions responsible for risk assessment, which would be based on best available scientific advice, from those responsible for risk management (decision-making), which could perhaps incorporate other dimensions, such as values and politics into their decision making. The agency would be responsible solely for risk assessment, and Government ministries for risk management.

In this context, a key theme in the creation of AFSSA was “independence”. Much care was taken to establish rules and procedures to ensure that the scientific expertise produced was independent of Government, and was seen to be so. As a result, institutional arrangements for the agency and for its scientific
expert committees are far more codified and transparent than for the CGB (see Table 1). In particular, AFSSA established novel procedures for appointing experts to its scientific committees, including an open call and formal selection process; and ensured that all scientific opinions generated by the agency were posted on their website rapidly, and before any ensuing decision is made by the Government.

In contrast, the CGB has remained embedded within the Ministry of Agriculture. Members have continued to be nominated by the Government without any formal or transparent selection process. It does not have its own website: information about the CGB and its opinions are posted by the Ministry on a governmental website.

There have, however, been minor changes that attempt to clarify that the CGB’s responsibility was limited to risk assessment. For example, the CGB modified the standard formula used in their opinions. Previously these had simply stated that the committee had a “favourable” or “unfavourable” opinion. Now they stated: “given the information provided and within the limits of current knowledge”, the CGB considers that the proposed use of the GM plant “does not present any more risk for the environment or public health” than other commercialised varieties of the same plant species.

Moreover, the opinions became much longer and substantiated. Earlier opinions often consisted of only one page, stating the favourable/unfavourable opinion of the committee. More recent opinions are several pages long and go through the evidence in some detail.

These changes aimed to signal that the CGB provided only a scientific opinion about the potential risks associated with a release, not about the governmental decision that should follow. However, the same civil servants continued to act as both members of the CGB’s secretariat and as representatives of the ministry responsible for related risk management decisions. This overlap meant that the separation between the risk assessment and risk management functions were not institutionalised, since these civil servants play an important role in setting the agenda and the limits of the remit for deliberations of the committee.

At the same time, the Government introduced new procedures that attempt to distinguish more clearly between the scientific advice on risk provided by the CGB and Government decisions. In 2003, decisions about whether to authorise an experimental field test began to be published on the government website, and formal decisions were even published when the government had “decided to suspend deciding”. Moreover, since 2003, the standard formula used for these governmental decisions mentions that, in addition to the advice from the CGB, other considerations were taken into account, namely: consultation of the public, consultation of local mayors, and an inspection of the proposed local site.

The transparency of procedures for field-trial dossiers also increased. Information systematically posted on the governmental web site now included: the CGB opinions expressed; the governmental decisions taken; and the location of field tests authorised. Moreover, since 2003 the Government has organised a web-based public consultation procedure for these dossiers: members of the public are given two weeks to make comments after the CGB has issued its opinion and before the Government makes its decisions.

### Table 1. Comparison between CGB and AFSSA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Institutional separation from decision makers</strong></th>
<th>CGB</th>
<th>AFSSA biotech expert committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent budget</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Own website</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members appointed by Government</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open call for scientific experts and selection based on formal procedures</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systematic and rapid publication of scientific opinions on website</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority opinions mentioned in published opinions</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public declaration of interest for experts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee members financially remunerated</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rules of procedure</strong></td>
<td>Established by the committee members, on an ad hoc basis</td>
<td>Common rules for all the expert committees of AFSSA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Membership by representatives of society</strong></td>
<td>Representatives of consumer NGOs, environmental NGOs, industry, farming organisations and trade unions appointed as full members</td>
<td>All members appointed for their scientific competence (this includes one sociologist); private-sector scientists excluded; no NGO representatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The overall trend has been towards greater autonomy for scientific expertise used for advising policy. It now has its own principles, its own procedures and its own institutions: the rules and procedures for scientific expertise are even codified in an official standard.

Decision. The same level of transparency and consultation was not, however, implemented with respect to dossiers for commercial releases of GMOs: for example, the opinions issued by the CGB in 2003 were only made available to the public in February 2004, after pressure from some NGOs.

Despite such limitations, the overall trend has been towards greater autonomy for scientific expertise used for advising policy. It now has its own principles (competence, independence, transparency), its own procedures and its own institutions (Joly, 2005). The rules and procedures for scientific expertise are even codified in an official standard, and all members of scientific committees are required to declare that they have received a copy of this document.

Link of scientific advice and governmental decisions

Until 1996, the Government had systematically followed the advice of the CGB when deciding whether to authorise field tests conducted in France or to support EU-level proposals for the commercialisation of a GMO. The link appeared to be so direct that most protagonists, including those submitting proposals, talked about the CGB “authorising” (or not) a field trial.

Since 1997, the direct link between scientific expertise provided by expert bodies and governmental decision-making has been broken. The 1997 decision about GM maize Bt176 was the first case where the Government did not follow a CGB opinion. Successive Governments have, since then, on several occasions, taken decisions that were more restrictive than that implied by the risk assessment provided by French scientific expert bodies (for details see Morris et al., 2004); but the Chair and members of the CGB are not shocked by this situation — in stark contrast to the resignation of the Chair in 1997.

Contradictory expertise

The reforms of the regulatory system have led to an increased visibility for contradictory expertise. First, the existence of two separate expert bodies (the CGB and AFSSA) examining the same GM products provides the opportunity for them to produce conflicting opinions. This has indeed occurred in many cases (for instance, for five out of the six products examined under Directive 2001/18 in 2003).

Secondly, composition of the CGB has been broadened. The previous composition had been criticised for being dominated by molecular biologists. When the Government re-appointed the members of the CGB in 1998, it sought to include people from a broader range of disciplines, and appointed one member with publicly known views against the use of GMOs, to promote what was described as “contradictory expertise” (Roy and Joly, 2000).

This composition has led to more virulent debates within the committee. Internal disagreements related to case-by-case evaluations are kept within the confidential confines of the committee, but some members published general statements revealing discord in the CGB’s annual reports for 1999–2004. The depth of disagreements ended up being exposed in the press in April 2004, through the actions of an NGO specialising in counter-expertise for GMOs (CRIIGEN), which forced the Government to make public the minutes of the CGB meetings. These revealed the high level of adversarial debate within the committee, and that, on at least one occasion, the critical opinion of one member had been ignored when issuing a favourable opinion. By contrast, disagreements within the AFSSA committee appear as minority views in the published opinions; but, as for the CGB, the minutes are not routinely made public.

Media coverage of these conflicts between different experts and/or expert bodies has led to growing criticism. Many actors argue that contradictory expertise is a source of confusion that may erode the legitimacy of public decision-making. To avoid overlaps among the remits of several scientific committees, the 2005 Parliamentary Report on GMOs recommends the creation of a “vertical” committee that would conduct risk assessments at all stages of GMO use: contained use in laboratories and greenhouses; experimental releases into the environment; commercial releases; and post-market monitoring (Le Déaut and Ménard, 2005).

Conclusion

Regulatory changes for GMOs in France offer an interesting perspective on the way the PP may contribute to the transformation of public policy. The first use of the PP in the GM debate by French governments in 1997 and 1998 to justify GM policies went beyond measures related to a priori risk assessments: they referred also to measures related to labelling, biovigilance and public debate. The Government later sought to delimit the PP in a more narrow and scientific way — more similar to the European Commission Communication on the PP (CEC, 2000).
Nevertheless, wider interpretations gained ground as the PP was mobilised and taken up by other actors in diverse arenas. The PP maintained a high profile in the controversy about agricultural GMOs in France: it remained a key reference point for many actors, has been used in legal proceedings, and has now been introduced into the French constitution.

During this controversy, the definition of the PP remained relatively open, despite efforts to restrict its meaning. Yet, far from emptying it of any meaning, this openness enabled the PP to act as a space that linked previously unconnected debates about: the use of science in decision-making; societal input into decision-making; the orientation of public-sector research; and alternative food and agriculture systems.

Throughout these debates, different meanings were given to the PP by different actors, and it was used both to support and to oppose the development of GM crops and foods. In public meetings and court proceedings, the main points of divergence concerned whether the PP was a principle of action or inaction. On one hand, the PP was invoked by NGOs to request bans on the deliberate release of GMOs (even for experimental purposes) until proof of safety could be obtained. On the other hand, some scientists and biotechnology firms argued that field experiments or even large-scale commercial use was necessary to determine whether any serious risks were involved.

In addition, these debates focused on whether opponents’ actions (the destruction of GM crops) was “proportionate” to the potential risks involved. In these public debates, there was no discussion about what the PP meant for the conduct of risk research, risk assessment or risk management. The PP was simply invoked in a rhetorical way to support or attack a particular regulatory decision.

These uses of the PP in the public controversy stimulated a debate among academics, who sought to propose more formalised definitions. In contrast to the debates in public meetings and legal courts, the debate among academics focused on practices related to risk analysis, and in particular on the separation between risk assessment and risk management, on the organisation of scientific expertise and on the role of non-scientists in the decision-making process. None of the definitions or approaches put forward by these academics was ever applied in a linear way and it would be easy to believe that these deliberations on the PP, and indeed the PP itself, has had no effect on the reforms of the risk-regulation system that have occurred in the last decade.

During our interviews with professionals involved in regulation (members of scientific expert committees and civil servants in relevant Government departments), the PP was hardly ever mentioned; and when queried about it, these interviewees generally stated that the PP was a “political” concept that had had no influence and was not an operational concept. Indeed, these actors hardly acknowledged that any major changes had even occurred in the regulatory system, let alone recognised that these changes might have occurred as a consequence of the public debate. They tended to claim that risk assessment had always been, and continued to be, performed according to “good scientific standards”.

As we have seen, however, the regulatory landscape has been radically transformed, and many of the reforms can be described as more “precautionary”, according to at least some definitions of the PP. We believe that the academic debate and the PP more generally have had a diffuse but significant influence on these reforms. The PP has been instrumental in several ways:

- As the rationale used by the Government to legitimise various moratoria (including the EU-level de facto moratorium of 1999): given some lack of knowledge, it was argued that provisional bans had to be implemented while further research was conducted to resolve the uncertainty. This helped to stimulate the creation of a new field of GM biosafety research, which has become independent from the risk-regulation system (Marris et al., 2004; Bonneuil et al., submitted).
- For the promotion of more robust knowledge in scientific advice for policy, which encouraged reforms in the organisation of scientific expertise: the functional separation of risk assessment and risk management; changes and codification in the composition of scientific advisory committees, in their rules of procedure; and an increase in the transparency of the regulatory system.

In these ways, the PP has stimulated the progressive emergence of a new arena of scientific expertise, independent from public policy. This includes both scientific expertise used in policy advice (risk expertise) and the production of scientific knowledge used in risk assessment (risk research), which had both been embedded within the regulatory system until 1996. These changes in turn led to publicly visible instances of conflicting scientific expertise, which opened up a further space for debate and enhanced epistemic tensions. This opening fed the inflationary use of expertise that led to what Weingart (1999) calls an “expansion process”: the controversy was pushed into a realm of uncertain knowledge, towards areas of disputed boundaries between un/reliable scientific information.

We then observe a contraction process that is exemplified by:

- Further debates about how best to provide a functional separation between risk assessment and risk management — an attempt at separating science from politics. For example, some actors accuse AFSSA of overstepping its remit by getting involved in risk management rather than limiting itself to risk assessment.
- Discussion about whether and how to create
institutions and procedures to enable civil society to have an input into decision-making — an attempt at separating facts from values.

- Increasing calls for the concentration of all scientific advice into a single committee, to avoid the emergence of conflicting scientific opinions on the same product or issue. This is similar to moves to concentrate scientific advice into EU-level committees, to avoid or overcome conflicting scientific opinions emerging from EU member states.

These contraction dynamics could be interpreted as classic boundary work. In other words, based on a strong belief in the purity and objectivity of scientific knowledge, the actors are attempting to protect scientific institutions by shifting the boundaries between what counts as science and what counts as non-science (for instance, politics, ethics, social factors). Instead, however, we consider that the new boundaries drawn between practices (and the codification of links between them) facilitate the progressive emergence of a distinct arena of scientific expertise, characterised by a specific grammar (rules, institutions, symbolic referential and so on). This opens up the possibility for a reciprocal eman- cipation of public decision and scientific expertise.
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